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10 Vernier Cct, Woodroffe

Simply Stunning
With a natural Home Sweet Home feel; I bring to you this well adored
property.
Situated on a 815m2 block of land comes two optional entrances, low
maintenance gardens and a private but spacious back yard. Its long passage
feature welcomes a unique and admired layout that’s tiled, air conditioned
and freshly painted throughout.
The master suite holds an ambiance amount of space for any layout and
design plus a walk in robe to impress all fashion enthusiast. The remaining
other 3 bedrooms all come with mirrored built in robes and an artistic
bathroom with separate toilet only complete the bare minimal features that
the interior has to offer.
Stepping down to the joint mass living area you will notice high ceilings that
keep this house pre-cooled all year round. A well-fitted kitchen with
generous wrap around benches, spacious carpentry, large open indoor
laundry and dimming down lights will set off a relaxing tone for your
evenings.
Completing the property is a connected balcony for entertaining, build in
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*4 bedrooms (walk in robe to main)
*Security screens throughout
*Fully fenced yard
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